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Unit 1:The m arket system
Choice and its consequences
The econom ic problem
•
•

The economic problem: scarce resources in relation to unlimited wants.
This leads to these questions (first three are standard):
o What to produce? Goods/services? Consumer/capitalgoods?
o H ow to product? Labour/capitalintensive?
o For whom to produce? Equality? Ability to pay?
o When to produce? Now,or in the future?

Resources
•

•

•
•

Resources can be categorised as:
o Land: Naturalresources.
o Labour: H uman resources (workforce).
The factors ofproduction or
o Capital: Man-made aids to production.
IN PU TS
o Enterprise: O rganisation and risk taking.
Combined,via production they produce:
o Consumables
OU TPU TS
o Consumer Durables
o CapitalGoods
o Services
O utput can be increased via specialisation. Specialisation leads to the need for trade.
Money acts as a medium ofexchange to allow trade to occur.
Specialisation in production often involves the division oflabour.

O pportunity cost
Scarce resources and unlimited wants mean that choices have to be made. The true cost of
any choice between alternatives is the opportunity cost – “The next best alternative forgone.”

PPC/PPF
The choice a society has to make can be shown via a production possibility frontier (PPF) (or
production possibility curve (PPC)). The maximum output an economy or society can produce
using allits resources within the current state oftechnicalknowledge.
•
•
•
•

The axes show the two possibilities.
Point A shows allresources producing capitalgoods so no consumer goods are made.
Any point on the PPC means allresources are fully used (A,B,C).
Any point inside the PPC means some resources are employed (D).
K

A
B

D

C

C
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A PPC can show opportunity cost.
•
A straight line shows constant opportunity cost,i.e.: You give up the same quantity of
capitalgoods for each additionalunit ofconsumer goods.
A = B,C = D.
•
A curved PPC shows increasing opportunity cost,i.e.: for each extra unit ofcapital
goods you give up more and more consumer goods.
A = B,C > D.
Capitalgoods

Capitalgoods

A

A

B

B

Consum ergoods
•

•

•

Capitalgoods

C
D
C
D
To move production from capitalgoods to consumer goods involves reallocation of
resources. Ifthere was perfect factor mobility (i.e. resources were just as good at
producing capitalgoods as consumer goods) we would have a straight line PPC. This
assumption is not realistic so we have the curved PPC demonstrating imperfect factor
mobility.
The PPC willshift ifyou:
A. H ave more/less factors ofproduction.
B. The factors ofproduction become more/less productive.
C. The state oftechnicalknowledge advances.
An improvement in A,B or C willshift the PPC outwards. This is called economic
growth;the society has the potentialto produce more.
Capitalgoods
Increase in potentialproduction
ofcapitalgoods only

Shift ofPPC
= SR Econom ic grow th

•

Consum ergoods

Consum ergoods
Consum ergoods
Ifyou just have improvement in the ability to produce one type ofgood (e.g. capital)
then the PPC willshift only in that axis.
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Com petitive m arkets and how they w ork
D em and
Definition has three elements: Price,Quantity and Time. It is the amount ofgoods that
consumers are willing and able to purchase at a given price over a certain time period.
Demand has a schedule and a curve drawn on the assumption that allother factors (other
than price) remain unaltered;the ceteris paribus assumption.
Price
Price
1
2
3
4
5

Q uantity/tim e
5
4
3
2
1

P2
P1
D
Q2

Q1

Quantity/tim e

A change in price causes a movement along the demand curve. An increase in price from P1 to
P2 leads to a decrease in quantity demanded (or contraction in demand) from Q1 to Q2. There is
an inverse relationship between price and the quantity demanded per unit oftime. As price
decreases the quantity demanded willincrease (or an extension ofdemand),and vice versa.
These are movements along the demand curve.
A shift in the demand curve is caused by a change in any ofthe factors that influence demand,
otherthan the price ofthe good orservice.
o Financialability to pay,influenced by:
Disposable income – income after tax.
The availability and cost ofcredit (affected by interest rates).
o Attitudes toward the product,influenced by:
Advertising.
Taste.
Fashion.
Brand image/loyalty.
Peer pressure
o Price,availability and attractiveness ofrelated products,influenced by:
Complements.
Substitutes.
o O ther factors,specific to a certain products include:
Weather.
Future expectations.

Consum er surplus
Consumer surplus is the difference between what consumers w ould pay for a product (shown
by the demand curve) and what they actually pay (shown by the market price). It is the
difference between the totalvalue consumers place on what they consume and the payments
they actually make to purchase those units. This is represented by the shaded area on the
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diagram. Examples ofgoods with high consumer surpluses include paracetamoland football
tickets.
Price

Market price
D
Quantity/tim e
Consumer surplus…

…decreases as equilibrium price increases
…increases as equilibrium price decreases
…decreases as demand becomes more elastic
…increases as demand becomes more inelastic

PED
Allmeasures ofelasticity measure the change in one variable following a change in another
variable. Where a smallchange in one variable has a more than proportionate effect on
another variable the relationships are elastic. Where the change is less than proportionate it is
inelastic.
Price Elasticity ofDemand (PED) =
•

•

•

% Change in quantity demanded
% Change in price

Price Elasticity ofdemand is always negative (as an increase in price causes a decrease
in the quantity demanded per unit oftime),so the negative sign is generally not
written.
The determinants ofPED are:
o The availability ofsubstitute goods:
Many substitutes H igh PED (Elastic)
Few substitutes Low PED (Inelastic)
o The proportion ofincome spent on the good or service:
H igh proportion ofincome usually implies elastic PED.
o The time period considered:
O ver a short time period most goods are reasonably inelastic.
O ver a longer time period many goods are more elastic.
o H abitualconsumption:
Addictive products have very inelastic PEDs.
Some important values ofPED:
i. Perfectly elastic

ii. Perfectly inelastic

P

P
D

D

Q/t

Q/t
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iii. PED > 1,Elastic

iv. PED = 1,U nitary
elasticity ofdemand

P

P

P
Area below dem and
curve is constant
(i.e.TR constant)

16

D

D
8

D

4
2

Q/t
•

P

v. PED < 1,Inelastic

2 4

8

16

Q/t

Q/t

PED and Totalrevenue (TR = P * Qsold ):
o Ifa firm knows its PED it can see the effect ofa change in price on its total
revenue using this diagram:
PED is elastic

PED = 1
o
PED is inelastic
o
Q/t

Revenue

o

IfPED is elastic:
An increase in price causes a
decrease in totalrevenue.
A decrease in price causes an
increase in totalrevenue.
IfPED is inelastic:
An increase in price causes an
increase in totalrevenue.
A decrease in price causes a
decrease in totalrevenue.
Revenue is therefore maximised when
PED = 1.

Totalrevenue

Q/t

Y ED
Income Elasticity ofDemand (YED) =

% Change in quantity demanded
% Change in income

The sign ofthe YED shows:
o Positive YED demonstrates that that product is a ‘normalgood,’i.e.: that as income
increases the quantity demanded per unit oftime increases (people buy more ofthis
type ofgood when they have a higher income). These are generally branded products.
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Negative YED demonstrates that that product is an ‘inferior good,’i.e.: that as income
increases the quantity demanded per unit oftime decreases (people buy less ofthis
type ofgood when they have a higher income). These are generally un-branded
products.
The larger the number the larger the influence a change in income has.
o

X ED
Cross Elasticity ofDemand (XED) =

% Change in quantity demanded ofone good
% change in price ofanother good

The sign ofthe XED shows:
o Positive XED shows the goods are substitutes.
o Negative XED shows the goods are complements.
The larger the number the closer the relationship between the two goods.

Supply
Definition has three elements: Price,Quantity and Time. Supply has a schedule and a curve
drawn on the assumption that allother factors (other than price) remain unaltered;the ceteris
paribus assumption.
Price
Price
1
2
3
4
5

Q uantity/tim e
2
4
6
8
10

S

P2

P1

Q1

Q2

Quantity/tim e

A change in price causes a movement along the supply curve,i.e.: an increase in price from P1
to P2 leads to an increase in quantity supplied from Q1 to Q2. Price and Quantity demanded are
directly proportional,as Price increases Quantity demanded per unit oftime also increases.
A shift in the supply curve is caused by:
o Changes in the firms costs ofproduction:
Increased costs make the supply curve shift to the left.
Decreased costs make the supply curve shift to the right.
o The nature ofthe industry:
Easy access (i.e. low barriers to entry) shift supply to the right ifthe
company is in a profitable industry.
o Indirect taxes and subsidies:
Increase in indirect tax shifts the supply curve to the left.
Increased in subsidies shifts the supply curve to the right.
o O ther factors:
Weather (for agriculturalproducts).
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The ease with which producers can shift production from one good or
service to another,for example potatoes to carrots.

Producer surplus
Producer surplus is the difference between the price they would supply their product at
(shown by the supply curve) and the price they actually get (i.e.: the market price). It is the
difference between the revenue required by firms to supply and what they receive.
S

Price
Market price

Producer surplus…

PES
•

Quantity/tim e
…increases as price increases.
…decreases as price decreases.
…increases as supply becomes more inelastic.
…decreases as supply becomes more elastic.

Price Elasticity ofSupply (PED) =

% Change in price

Price elasticity ofsupply is always positive as an increase in price brings about an
increase in the quantity supplied per unit oftime.
ii. Perfectly inelastic,PES = 0

i. Perfectly elastic,PES =
P

P

S

S

Q/t
iii. PES > 1,Elastic

Q/t
iv. PES = 1,“U nit
elastic” or “unitary
elasticity ofsupply”

P

P
S

S

Any straight line
going through the
origin

v. PES < 1,Inelastic
P

S

S

S
Q/t

Q/t

Q/t
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•

The determinants ofPES are:
o The levelofstocks available:
H igh stock levels give elastic PES values.
Low stock levels give inelastic PES values.
o The ease with which production can be increased:
Spare capacity (easy to increase production) gives elastic PES values.
No spare capacity (hard to increase production) gives inelastic PES
values.
o The time period considered:
During a short time period most supply curves are reasonably inelastic,
is not perfectly inelastic.
O ver a longer time period supply curves are generally more elastic.

Equilibrium
The price the free market sets,where there is neither excess supply or excess demand and
there is no tendency to change,ceteris paribus. This is the price at which the supply and
demand curves cross.

Firm s and how they operate
Costs
George rents halfa soccer pitch for £50,and decides to grow vegetables. Initially he has to do
everything himself;digging,sowing,watering,fertilising and harvesting.
George employs Jack to help;both take a wage of£10. Specialisation becomes possible as
Jack is particularly good at digging and their totalproduce more than doubles.
H annah is employed next and is a world watering champion and further specialisation allows
their produce to grow stillfurther.
Gaz is employed as an extra worker but totalproduce didn’t increase by as much as before as
their work starts to overlap.
As additionalworkers are employed totalproduce actually falls as they overwork the land due
to the law ofdiminishing returns,a short run concept.
Labour

Totalproduce

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
20
50
90
120
140
150
140

Productivity per
w orker (Average
product)
0
20
25
30
30
28
25
20
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This willgenerate a graph which can be generalised by the following:

U nits ofoutput

M arginal
Product

Average
Product

W orkers
The marginalproduct cuts the average product at its highest point,i.e.: where each worker is
producing the highest capacity.
To summarise,as more ofthe variable factor,labour,was added to the fixed factors ofland
and capitalthe additions to output increased before decreasing and eventually becoming
negative. This is the law ofdiminishing returns.
Average Product =

TotalProduct
Number ofworkers

Change in totalproduct arising from the addition ofan
MarginalProduct = extra worker

The costs incurred on George’s farm can be broadly categorised into two groups,fixed costs
and variable costs.
•

•

Fixed costs are costs that remain constant irrespective ofoutput. Examples include:
o Rent for the land.
o Capital(i.e. tools).
Variable costs are costs that change depending on the levelofoutput. Examples
include:
o Wages for labour.
o Seeds.
o Water.

The farm operates by adding variable units ofa variable factor (in this case labour) to fixes
amounts offixed factors (in this case land and capital). H ere we expect the law ofdiminishing
returns to happen. This is a short run situation.
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O utput

Fixed costs

Average fixed
cost (AFC)

Variable costs

Totalcost

Average total
cost (ATC)

£0

Average
variable cost
(AVC)
-

0

£60

-

£60

-

1

£60

£60

£50

£50

£110

£110

2

£60

£30

£80

£40

£140

£70

3

£60

£20

£105

£35

£165

£55

4

£60

£15

£152

£38

£212

£53

5

£60

£12

£225

£45

£285

£57

6

£60

£10

£330

£55

£390

£65

Marginal
cost (MC)
£50
£30
£25
£47
£53
£105

AFC =

Totalfixed cost
O utput

AVC =

Totalvariable cost

Totalcost

ATC =

O utput

O utput

When plotted a generalisation ofthe AFC,AVC,ATC and MC gives:

Cost ofoutput
(£)

MC
ATC
AVC

AFC

U nits ofoutput
The MC curve cuts the AVC and ATC curves at their minimum points.

Econom ies of scale
Economies ofscale are the advantages of‘being big.’As the size ofproduction plant increases,
unit costs fall. Economics ofscale is a long run concept,where no resources are fixed.
Economics ofscale can take the following forms:
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•
•
•
•
•

Purchasing – ‘bulk buying’
Marketing – dominance over advertising
Technical– more complicated machinery and capitalfor use in production
Managerial– firms attracting highly skilled specialised staff
Financial– ability to borrow money from banks at a lower cost.

Diseconomies ofscale are the disadvantages ofbeing too big and cause the unit cost to rise
after a given levelofoutput (the MES,minimum efficient scale,the lowest point on the LRATC
curve). This can happen due to:
•
•
•

Lack of/poor communication
Lack of/poor organisation
Low morale/motivation among workers

Profit m axim isation
Private firms are in business to gain the reward for entrepreneurship,profit. Profit is
maximised at the point where there is the greatest difference between the totalcost of
production and the totalrevenue received from selling what has been produced.
Profit maximisation occurs when a firm is allocatively efficient,that is MR (P) = MC,the cost of
producing the last good or service is equalto the amount the consumer is willing to pay. H ere
no profit is made,so totalprofits have been maximised.

O ther objectives
In practise many firms do not maximise their profits for a number ofreasons.
•
•
•

•

For many firms it is simply impossible to know where this output levellies,to aim for
sales revenue maximisation is much easier to quantify.
Supernormalprofits in an industry can attract other companies into entering the
industry and so reduce market share.
Alternatively a firm may aim to increase market share by aiming for sales maximisation,
operating at a loss in the short run. This can often be seen when a large company
branches out to offering different goods and services and is used to gain market share.
Satisficing;a state where a company aims to keep share holders happy and other
parties involved in the economic transaction. Large firms can choose to give money to
charity and take care ofthe environment at the expense ofsome profit.
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M arket structure
Features
N um b er of firm s

Perfect
Com p etition
Large number

M onopolistic
Com p etition
Large number

O ligopoly

M onopoly

A few big firms
dominate the
market

Single firm in
theory,>25% of
market in
practise
Very high
barriers to entry

Ab ility to
enter/leave

Complete
freedom ofentry

Few barriers to
entry/exit

Contestab ility
Abnorm alp rofits

H ighly
contestable
O nly in the short
run then they are
competed away

H ighly
contestable
O nly in the short
run then they are
competed away

M otivation

Profit maximisers

Profit maximisers

Pricing
Products

Price TAKER
H omogenous

Price MAKER
Differentiated

Considerable
barriers to
entry/exit
Little
contestability
Possibly;barriers
to entry prevent
new entrants but
competition may
lower them
May or may not
be profit
maximisers;may
persue other
objectives;
satisficing
Price MAKER
Differentiated

Concentration
ratio (3 or 5 firm )

Very,very low

Very,very low

Very high

Typ e of
com p etition

Price
competition only

Price and nonprice
competition

Availab ility of
sub stitutes

Lots ofother
products which
are exact
substitutes

Lots of
substitutes but
not exact due to
branding

Consum er
choice?

Yes,from lots of
identical
products

Yes,from lots of
similar,but not
identical
products

Mainly non-price
competition (e.g.
advertising,
brand
proliferation)
A few substitutes
available but
consumers may
have high brand
loyalty
Limited choice
from a few
suppliers
The firms are
inter-dependent
and liable to
collide

O ther
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No contestability
Yes,in both the
short run and
long run (due to
ability to prevent
new entrants)
Profit maximisers

Price MAKER
Single product
with lack ofclose
substitutes
not applicable in
theory (1 firm);
very high in
practise
No competition
in theory

No substitutes
available

No choice;a
single product
which is unique
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B arriers to entry
Barriers to entry reduce contestability in a market,the ease with which firms can enter and
leave the market. Barriers to entry,the difficulties faced by a firm entering a market,can be
categorised as follows:
•

•

•

•

Legal: Where the law prevents firms entering the market entirely (such as the Royal
main in delivering mailunder 60g) or restrictions on entering the market in various
forms ofregulation including patents prohibiting the manufacturing ofsome goods
and services by more than one company.
H igh costs ofcapitalnecessary for the industry,for example aeroplanes are very
expensive as is mining equipment. There is a large risk involved in buying this capital
for the entrepreneur.
Large firms taking advantage ofeconomies ofscale can have much lower costs so new
entrants operating at break-even point cannot compete with the price ofthe larger
producers (including advertising economies ofscale where a firm may have an
advertising monopoly).
Strong brand allegiance by consumers to an existing producer.
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Unit 2:M arket failure
Econom ic efficiency w ithin com petitive m arkets
Any economy is said to be working efficiently…
•
•

Ifscarce resources are allocated in a way that maximises household’s utility/welfare.
Ifthe economy is producing the ‘right’goods and services to satisfy as many consumer
wants as possible.

Productive efficiency
Price

MC
AC

P

O

Where MC = AC,at the lowest
point on the AC curve. H ere
goods and services are being
produced as cheaply as
possible. As firms produce at a
lower price this causes an
increase in supply. Excess
supply causes the price to drop
and so demand increases,
increasing the consumer
surplus. At the lowest point on
the AC curve consumer surplus
is maximised so the economy
is also allocatively efficient.

Output

Allocative efficiency
Price

S

A

P

B

C

D
Q

QS & D p.u.t.
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There is an equilibrium price at
P.H ere consumer surplus is
PAB and producer surplus is
PBC.
At the equilibrium consumer
surplus and producer surplus
are maximised. This is
allocative efficiency.
At this point P = MC,i.e. the
price the last consumer values
a good or service at is equalto
the extra cost ofproducing
that good or service. Ifall
markets are in equilibrium (this
is a highly theoreticalsituation)
then the economy is
allocatively efficient,but we
don’t know ifthe goods are
being distributed evenly.
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Pareto efficiency
When no one in society can be made better offwithout making someone else worse offthe
economy is said to be Pareto efficient. It is hard to measure Pareto efficiency as the relative
worth ofone good is hard to quantify against another.

Efficiency and the PPC/PPF
Y
C

At any point on the PPC the
economy is performing
efficiently (A,B,C).
Point A demonstrates Pareto
efficiency – a move to produce
more ofX or Y willresult in a
greater than proportionate loss
ofproduction ofthe other.
At points inside the PPC (D,E) the
economy is working inefficiently.

A
D
B
E

X

Efficiency and com petition
Perfect competition throughout the economy should lead to maximised efficiency as identical
products,no barriers to entry,large numbers ofbuyers and sellers coupled with perfect
knowledge leads to the firms being price takers.
This therefore drives the price down to where P = MC (where the cost ofproducing the last
good or service is the same as the value the last consumer is willing to pay) and as MC = MR,
this leads to profits being maximised so perfect competition willcreate allocative efficiency.

W hy m arkets m ay not w ork efficiently
Externalities
An externality is a third party effect arising from the production or consumption ofa good or
service.
Private cost – costs incurred by the supplier.
Externalcosts – costs incurred by anyone other than the supplier.
Socialcosts = PC + EC
Private benefits – benefits enjoyed by the consumer.
Externalbenefits – benefits enjoyed by anyone other than the supplier.
Socialbenefits = PB + EB
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O besity and fatty foods
•
•
•

Impending government report
Mars bar provencettes at H RSFC
66% ofmales and 53% offemales are classifies as overweight or obesity

There is a market failure as fatty foods are over consumed.
•
•
•

Failing to achieve economic efficiency
In particular,we seem to have allocative inefficiency as resources are being allocated to
uses that bring about an inefficient overalloutcome
Arguably the market also fails Pareto efficiency

Causes and consequences ofobesity
Possible causes
• O vereating
• Fatty foods and inappropriate diet
• Lack ofexercise
• Fewer play areas for children
• Greater availability ofjunk food
• Increasing popularity ofsedentary
pastimes
• More advertising
• Politicallobbying
• Changing consumer preferences
and increasing incomes
• Lower food prices in realterms
• Lower prices dictated by suppliers

Possible consequences
• Greater incidence ofcancer,
diabetes,weak bones and blindness
which costs the NH S £500m a year;
opportunity cost couples with
greater levels ofautism and illness.
• Development ofnew products.

Fatty foods m arket
Price
P1

P2

S1

S2

D1 D2
Q1 Q2 Quantity/tim e

A large increase in supply from S1 to S2 is caused by suppliers demanding lower prices from
suppliers. A smaller decrease in demand,caused by advertising,higher incomes and
consumers having convinced themselves they have less time to cook so they buy prepared
meals that are generally higher in fat. This causes a decrease in equilibrium price from P1 to P2
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and an increase in equilibrium quantity demanded from Q1 to Q2. This is overproduction,
causing a health problem,or Q2 - Q1.
Suppliers only consider the private costs ofproduction. Additionalexternalcosts exist such as
increasing obesity,putting suppliers out ofbusiness. Taking allcosts into account causes
supply to shift to the left,from S2 to S1. This reduces overproduction. O ne way ofmaking the
firm pay for externalities is through taxation. Alcoholand cigarettes are good examples of
where the government aims to get the firms to indirectly pay the externalcosts in the form of
duties. “Fat tax” is being considered as a way for the government to shift supply from S2 to S1
for fatty foods.
H ealthy foods m arket
Price
P2

P1

S2

S1

D2 D1
Q2 Q1 Quantity/tim e

Decrease in demand as consumers buy fatty foods instead,and a larger decrease in supply is
caused as consumers leave the market. This causes a higher equilibrium production and a
lower quantity demanded,under production Q1 - Q2.
Consumers only consider private benefits ofconsumption,adding in the socialbenefits would
increase demand from D2 to D1 and under production would be reduces. H ealthy foods are
subsidised and the government is contemplating a scheme to introduce free healthy food into
schools.
Controlling the spending ofconsumers causes politicalissues as this is a movement away from
positive economics – dealing with facts – to dealing with opinions.
Merit goods are goods or services that are better for us than we realise.
Demerit goods are goods or services that are worse for us than we realise.
The market failure here is in terms ofinformation;there is an overproduction ofdemerit goods
(fatty foods) and underproduction ofmerit goods (healthy foods).
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Externalities in Sw eden
The production oftinned herring in Sweden causes externalities as detailed below.
Arising from production
• Creation ofjobs in the localarea.
• Cheap fuelfor localpublic
transport reducing consumption
offossilfuels.
• Cleaner sea with new waste
disposal.
Positive
externalities

P

S(PC)

S(SC)

Arising from consumption
• H ealthy population lowers costs
ofhealth spending and creates a
more productive work force.

P

D(PB)

D(SB)

Q/t
• Dirty sea using old waste disposal.

P

S(SC)

S(PC)

Q/t
• Disposalofpackaging.
• Smells from opening fermented
fish products.
P

D(SB)

D(PB)

Negative
externalities

Q/t

Q/t

M arket dom inance and X -inefficiency
Microsoft is the best current example ofx-inefficiency occurring within a monopoly. The
market failure is caused by:
• Economies ofscale,which gives:
Lower costs.
H igher profits.
• Barriers to entry
• More competitive in the past.
Aspects ofmarket failure observed in Microsoft:
• Allocative inefficiency as P > MC.
• Market dominance which causes a lack ofcompetition.
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•

Productive inefficiency due to the lack ofpressure to cut costs (no competition),
referred to as X-inefficiency.

X-inefficiency is a situation where costs are higher than necessary,for unknown reasons
(hence the ‘x’). Therefore many governments have competition policies to ensure firms do not
exploit monopoly power.

Public,quasi-public and private goods
PU BLIC GO O DS

QU ASI-PU BLIC GO O DS

PRIVATE GO O DS

Missile defence system
Police force,a beach
Banana
Public goods have two characteristics:
1. Non excludable – one person cannot stop another from consuming that good or
service.
2. Non-rivalin consumption – the consumption ofan individualdoes not limit the
amount available for others.
Private goods have the opposite characteristics to public goods:
1. Completely excludable.
2. Completely rivalin consumption.
For private goods the private benefits are large. This means that consumers are willing to pay
a price for the provision ofprivate goods and so private firms enter the market to provide the
consumer with the good or service.
Public provision ofpublic goods is more likely than private provision as in a free market public
goods are severely under produced or not produced at all. This can be explained using game
theory.
The prisoner’s dilem m a
“You are one oftwo prisoners being held in separate cells. Soon,you must either please guilty
or not guilty to a crime you have been arrested for,without knowing the plea ofyour fellow
prisoner. The judge and jury know that at least one ofyou is guilty but aren’t sure whether you
both are.
“Ifyou both plead guilty,you willeach receive a 5-year
jailsentence as acknowledging your guilt willbe viewed
sympathetically by the court. Ifone ofyou pleads guilty
and the other pleads not guilty,the outcomes willbe an
8-year sentence and freedom respectively. Ifboth ofyou
plead not guilty you willreceive sentence of7 years as
the courts willsee that you both need a form of
punishment even though your guilt may be uncertain.
There is no way that you can contact the other prisoner
to find out how they are going to plead.”
The prisoner faces options that can be expressed in the
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Not
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5

0
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Guilty

Not
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5

8
8

0

7
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grid to the right. Not guilty is the dominant strategy. By choosing the option that is best for
themselves the finaloutcome is worse for them overall. This is what game theory stipulates;
that choosing the best option for oneselfwillresult in a finaloutcome that is worse for
everyone.
This can be used to explain the lack ofprovision ofpublic goods in a free market as consumers
are unwilling to pay. The free rider effect stipulates that the mentality ofthe individualis that
everyone else willpay so the individualdoes not need to. As everyone takes the attitude the
good or service is not provided in the free market,so public goods are usually provided by the
public sector,financed through taxation.

D e/m erit goods
Merit goods:
• H ave positive externalities.
• H ave additionalprivate benefits that the consumer is unaware of.
• Are associated with a tendency to under consume.
• Good examples ofmerit goods include health and education.
Price

D

D (PB)

H ealth and education are
under consumed by Q2 – Q1.

P2
P1
S

Q1 Q2 Quantity/tim e
Demerit goods:
• H ave negative externalities.
• H ave additionalprivate costs that the consumer is unaware of.
• Are associated with a tendency to over consume.
• An example ofa demerit good is smoking.
Price

D (PB)

D
Cigarettes are over
consumed by Q1 – Q2.

P1
P2
S
Q2

Q1

Quantity/tim e
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Factor im m obility
Where the inability offactors ofproduction to be moved from one use to another brings
about market failure.

Inequality
Why is this a problem?
•
•

•
•

It depends on value judgements,some people may not view equity as a problem.
H owever it can be argued that equity issues are a problem as some cannot earn
enough money to obtain access to basic goods and services. These individuals can
be regarded as living ‘below the poverty line.’
Absolute poverty is when individuals earn less than a specific sum ofmoney
required for a basic standard ofliving.
Relative poverty is income related in relation to some measure ofincome.
Generally the median income is used as the mean is easily skewed by large
earners. Earning 50% ofthe median income may be viewed as relative poverty,
for example.
O thers may not have access to certain goods and services,certain aspects of
health care and insurance,for example.
U nequalvotes ‘cast’through spending patters (e.g. Jacuzzis vs. operations).

Solutions to the problem
1. Redistribution of incom e
•

•

Requires a taxation system;
Progressive income tax systems (i.e. those that take a higher % ofincome for
higher earners).
Regressive expenditure tax system as those on lower incomes spend more of
their income so a greater proportion ofincome goes in tax. Zero-rating on
children’s clothes,food and lower rates on domestic fuelmake the system less
regressive.
Requires a benefit/welfare system;
Ifunemployment benefit is set too high it may distort the working ofthe
labour market especially ifa poverty trap exists (where an individualreceives
more in benefits than they could earn by working). This causes a further
market failure.
There is no controlover what people spend the benefits money on (it is
debateable as to ifcontrolhere is right or wrong) as some may choose to
gamble their benefits or spend it on alcoholor cigarettes.
O ther benefits are ‘in-kind’such as a free place in schooland child care
vouchers.
Some benefits are given to allincome groups,other benefits are targeted at
specific groups such as free prescriptions for the unemployed and students.

So here government intervention can lead to a further market failure.
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2. Set a m inim um w age
•
•

A minimum wage below W1 would have no effect as W1 is already the equilibrium
wage.
A minimum wage at Wmin willlead to redundancies ofL1 – L2 and an excess supply
oflabour (i.e. unemployment) ofL3 – L2.

SL (households)

W age
Wmin
W1

DL (firms)
L2

L1

L3

LS & LD p.u.t

U nemployment can be seen as market failure so government intervention in the form ofa
minimum wage can cause a further market failure. The extent ofthis willdepend on the
elasticity ofboth supply and demand.
3. Set a m axim um price (e.g. rent controls)
SRA

Price (rent)

R1
Rmax
DRA
A2
•
•

A1

A3

AS & AD p.u.t

A maximum rent above R1 would have no effect as the equilibrium in the free
market is R1.
A maximum rent at Wmax willlead to excess demand.

Therefore another market failure is created in the form ofexcess demand,so from allthree
examples above government intervention to solve one market failure can cause another.
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Governm ent intervention and furtherm arket failure
Market intervention by the government can be broadly classified into five categories:
• Financialintervention (e.g. taxes and subsidies).
• State provision (ofpublic and merit goods).
• Redistribution (through taxation and government spending).
• Regulation (break up monopolies,do not allow gambling until18 years,driving
until17 years).
• Information.

Financialintervention (taxes and subsidies)
An example offinancialintervention in the 2004 budget is the increased duty on cigarettes.
This is an increased manufacturing cost. The duty causes a decrease in the quantity supplied
from Q1 to Q2 and an increase in price from P1 to P2. This duty aims to reduce consumption by
shifting the supply curve as recent government information campaigns aimed at shifting
demand inward were no effective enough.
In the diagram beneath AC demonstrates the cost ofthe increased tax,so the increase in total
government revenue is P2ACE,P2ABP is paid by the consumer and P1BCE by the firm.
Price
A

P2

TAX

B

P1

C

E

STAX

S

D
Q2 Q1

QD & QS p.u.t.

The outcome here I increased tax revenue for the government and decreased consumption.
Part ofthe externalcost ofproducing and consuming cigarettes has been internalised,that is
that it has become part ofthe private cost.
Smaller increases in the duty on environmentally friendlier fuelmay switch consumption away
from leaded petrol.
An example ofa subsidy in the budget is in the increased subsidy on childcare.
Externalbenefits are likely from supplying more child care at a cheaper price. Subsidising
should lead to a lower price and a higher quantity consumes. O ne argument against the
increased subsidy is that it benefits allirrespective ofincome. A solution has been to give
childcare ‘vouchers’to specific targeted groups.
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This should increase supply as shown below causing an increased quantity demanded at a
lower price.

Price
SU BSIDY

P1

P2

S

SSU BSIDY
Q1 Q2

State provision

D
QD & QS p.u.t.

Increased education and health care services provision are examples ofstate provision in the
Budget. Arguably subsidised child care is also state provision,these are quasi-public goods.

Redistribution
An example is the £100 payment to over 70’s to help with counciltax. Fiscaldrag,not
increasing tax bands in line with inflation and increasing incomes,causes a redistribution
effect from tax payers to pensioners.
Pre-budget
£20,000
£5,000
£15,000

Income
Tax free allowance
Taxable income
M ain rate oftax is 22%
Actualtax paid
£3,300
Tax as % ofincome
16.5%

+4%
+2%

Post-budget
£20,800
£5,100
£15,700
£3,454
16.6%

Cost benefit analysis
This approach is used for helping to assess the nature and extent ofmarket failure,to enable
decisions to be made concerning those issues.
Should the government intervene?
What form should the intervention take?
Step 1: Identify allcosts and benefits (private and external) associated with an issue.
Step 2: Assign monetary values to the costs and benefits identified.
Step 3: Forecast future costs and benefits.
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Step 4: Analyse and interpret allinformation on costs and benefits.
Step 5: Decision making:
Yes ifsocialbenefit are greater than socialcosts;
No ifsocialcosts are greater than socialbenefits.
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Unit 3:The nationaland internationaleconom y
M acroeconom ic objectives
The government has four key macroeconomic objectives. These are:
•
A high,sustainable rate ofeconomic growth,
•
Low,stable inflation,
•
Balance ofpayments equilibrium and
•
Low unemployment.
The government is aiming for 1-2% inflation using the H ICP measure,3% growth,low
unemployment and equilibrium in the balance ofpayments. Currently the U K is experiencing
a balance ofpayments deficit,very low unemployment (~5% ),low growth and low inflation.

Unem ploym ent
W hat is unem ploym ent?
An economic definition ofunemployment is when resources are not utilised to their full
potential. This includes resources such as land – not just labour.
U nemployment is more commonly used to describe allthose willing and able to work but
unable to find a job. This means allmembers ofthe U K’s labour force ages 16-65 years old.
H ow is unem ploym ent m easured?
There are two key ways in which unemployment is measured.
Claim ant count
The first is the claimant count. This measures those who are willing and able to work and
eligible to claim unemployment benefit. It is used as a cheap and easy way for the government
to obtain figures ofboth the entire economy and ofdifferent regions. The government has
power to change regulations
The claimant count can under estimate unemployment because:
• Exclusion ofthose with savings and those with a working partner.
• Potentialapplicants being put offby lots ofpaper work and only a smallchance of
gaining any benefit.
…and can also over estimate unemployment because:
• Some claim benefit who are not actively seeking work,or who participate in the black
market.
Labourforce survey
The second way that unemployment can be measured is the labour force survey. It defines
unemployment as those actively seeking employment. To calculate the figures a proportion of
the work force are asked ifthey consider themselves to be unemployed.
Compiling this survey is more costly so it is performed less frequently,only once per quarter (3
month period) and does not demonstrate a regionalbreak-down offigures. The labour force
survey is independent ofthe government and is the standard for internationalcomparisons.
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The labour force survey generally over estimates unemployment because ofthe definition it
uses.
D oes an increase in em ploym ent m ean that there m ust be a decrease in unem ploym ent?
Not necessarily,a variety offactors can allow employment to increase without unemployment
decreasing:
• Increased participation (particularly ofwomen over recent years).
• School/college leavers taking up employment.
• Employment ofmigrant workers.
• Part-time worker adopting a “portfolio career” or simply working more than one job.
• Both measures ofunemployment are inaccurate.
Types of unem ploym ent
Involuntary
• Demand-deficient or cyclicalunemployment: when in the business cycle there is a
recession. There is a slow down – a recession – in the entire economy there willbe
lower incomes in the economy,so consumption willbe lower,and so fewer workers
willbe required to produce these goods. There is usually a time-lag between the
business cycle and employment as there is a large cost to businesses associated with
firing workers and hiring new workers.
Voluntary
• Frictionalor search unemployment: when a worker leaves one job (either voluntarily
or involuntarily) and moves to a new job there is a period ofunemployment. This is
not a problem as long as this period is short lived and the worker has adequate
information about getting a new job. In the U K this ‘naturalrate’ofunemployment is
~2-3% .
• Structuralunemployment: when an industry has moved on through technological
development or tastes have changed so a good or service is no longer required. Good
examples in the U K include mining and shipbuilding industries. Seasonal
unemployment is a subcategory ofthis,for example Santa Claus’are not required to
work in the summer. Structuralemployment depends on:
o Mobility oflabour to move from one occupation in a declining industry to an
occupation in a growing industry and to move from one geographicallocation
to another area where there may be employment.
o The pace ofchange. Ifthis is very quick structuralunemployment is likely to be
higher.
o Regionalconcentration ofa declining industry,for example coalmining may
mean a particular region suffers more severely.
W hat problem s face the unem ployed?
There is a close correlation between perceived job security and psychologicalwellbeing.
Many ofthose in low paid and insecure jobs suffered similar psychologicalproblems to those
out ofwork.
Some ofthe psychologicaleffects caused by unemployment include depression and
depreciated socialskills. Many people out ofwork find themselves divorcing their partners and
do not have access to information about new jobs so have difficulty finding new employment.
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Women were more seriously affected by the prospect ofthere being no work available.
W hy m ight these problem s give rise to costs not just for the unem ployed but also for
society as a w hole?
U nemployment is a broad term used to describe those willing and able to work but unable to
find a job. Economically unemployment causes a problem as the individualis not active in the
production ofa good or service within the economy. This means the economy performs below
the productive capacity ofthe economy. This can be best illustrated on a PPF,a ‘Production
Possibility Frontier,’a diagram that demonstrates allcombinations oftotaloutput that an
economy can produce,using allofits resources in the most efficient manner.
Consum ergoods
C
A
E

B

D Capitalgoods

The possible productive capacity ofthe economy is illustrated by the line. Points enclosed
within the area represent an inefficient use or waste ofresources. Year on year the productive
capacity ofthe economy grows from AB to CD. Typically for the U K this growth rate has been
~2.5% . H owever,unemployment causes the economy to be at point E,which is below the
productive capacity ofthe economy,due to the wasted resource,labour. The gap between
point E and the line is called the output gap.
As the potentialoutput ofthe economy continues to grow at ~2.5% unemployment (ceteris
paribus) means that even ifthe economy managed to grow at 2.5% it would stillfallshort of
the possible increase in output. It is nigh impossible to recover this lost output,caused by
unemployment.
The cost ofunemployment to tax payers is high as the government loses revenue in tax that
the individualwould have paid,had they been in employment and also in transfer payments
made to the individualin the form ofbenefits. The losses through taxes are high from the VAT
on the increased goods and services that an individualwould have purchased with their
increased income to the NI contributions and income tax. Therefore the tax payers have to pay
for both the funding for the transfer payments and the additionaltaxes the unemployed
person would have paid had they been in employment.
There are many further costs to the individualand to the community,as detailed above.
U nemployment decreases the income ofan individualwhich leads to decreased spending. In
areas ofhigh unemployment this can cause many businesses to close. H ouseholds have little
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spare money to spend on their gardens and property and an increase in burglaries and
vandalism often follows.
Furthermore unemployment makes many feellike ‘failures.’This can lead to a variety ofeffects
including marriage break-up,suicide and mentalstability. Death rates are generally higher
amongst those unemployed than those who have not been out ofwork.
As people are out ofwork for longer workers become deskilled,and their skills may be out of
date. This can cause problems finding work and can cause a downward spiral. The
government aims to help people in this situation by their ‘new deal’where training is offered
free ofcharge.

Inflation
Inflation is a sustained change in the overallprice levelwithin the economy over a period of
time. Generally the term inflation is associated with a positive change,a rise in the price level
and the term deflation with a fallin the price level. Inflation is usually expressed as a
percentage change.
The old measure ofinflation in the U K was the RPI,the RPIX excluding mortgages and the RPIY
excluding mortgages and taxation. This was calculated using a weighted basket ofgoods
aimed at representing the average consumer. No consumer however is represented by the
‘average’consumer as some goods are mutually exclusive such as allthree fossilfuels.
The measure that the government has now adopted is the H ICP (harmonised index of
consumer prices,or CPI the consumer price index) which makes some modifications on the RPI.
These include excluding housing depreciation,counciltax and dentalcharges whilst including
university fees and new car prices. The weightings are different,pensioners included and the
top 4% ofspenders excluded. The geometric (not arithmetic) mean is used to calculate the
mean and this generally gives a lower result for inflation than the RPI,which it is believed to be
more accurate in keeping with the way other countries measure their inflation.

B alance of paym ents
The balance ofpayments is a record oftransactions between those in one economy and those
in other economies over a given time period,usually one year. There are five sections to the
balance ofpayments,only the current count needs to be understood in detail:
Current account
Made up ofthe trade in goods and services,inflows and outflows ofinvestment incomes and
current transfers. When goods are exported this leads to an inflow,and when goods are
imported this leads to an outflow. Investment incomes are the rewards for investment in
foreign economies (rent,interest and profit).
Current transfers are usually negative on the U K balance ofpayments as they often represent
aid given to developing countries (a net outflow for the U K).
Capitalaccount
The trade in capitalgoods,a very minor part ofthe balance ofpayments.
Financialaccount
A record ofinvestment made by U K economies abroad and by abroad economies in the U K.
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N et errors and om issions
Statisticalerrors made in the gathering ofdata are noted here.
Internationalinvestm ent position
A section outlining the ownership ofassets owned by the U K abroad and by abroad
economies in the U K.

G D P (and the three m easures)
GDP is an acronym for Gross Domestic Product,the totalvalue ofgoods and services
produced in an economy over a given time period,usually one year. Since money spent on
goods and services is equalto the value ofthose goods and services,GDP can be measured
using totalspending (totalexpenditure) in the economy.
The expenditure m ethod
There are four key groups ofpeople who may spend money in an economy. Firstly the
consumers within the economy (Consumption) and businesses based in that economy
(Investment). The government willalso spend money (Government expenditure),as will
consumers and businesses from other economies (Net exports).
Thus,GDP can be calculated as the sum ofthese components,where net exports are denoted
as (X – M),the value ofgoods and services exported less the value ofthose imported.
GDP = C + I + G + (X – M)
The incom e m ethod
This calculates GDP at factor cost. It is calculated by summing the rewards from factors of
production;rent,wages,profits and interest. Transfer payments are excluded as they are not a
reward for the production ofa good or service. GDP measured by the expenditure method less
tax and adding on subsidies gives the same value as GDP measured by the incomes method
(less transfer payments).
The output m ethod
A figure obtained by summing the value added (to avoid double counting) by firms in the U K
to goods and services.
GN P
Gross NationalProduct is a more accurate figure for the income generated for the domestic
economy. Rewards for factors ofproduction flow both in and out ofthe U K economy,GNP
takes this into account,whereas GDP does not.

Econom ic grow th
In the short run economic growth can be defined as a measure ofthe change in GDP. Most
often this is a positive increase,similar to trend growth. Short run economic growth is a
growth in output. This can be represented on a PPC as a movement along or around the PPC,a
movement from any ofthe points on the PPC to any other point.
Growth in output fluctuates around the trend growth for the economy. When this figure is
negative for two or more quarters the economy is said to be in a recession,and when the
economy is producing at higher than its productive capacity
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Long run economic growth is the growth in potentialoutput,the rate the economy could
grow by in the long run. O n a PPC this is shown as a shift outwards from the solid line to the
dotted line.

Consumer
goods

Capitalgoods

Conflicts in m acroeconom ic policies
Problem
Inflation

Fiscalpolicy
tax rates
disposable income
C, I (AD )
government
discretionary spending
G (AD )

M onetary policy
Interest rates
C ( disc. Income)
I ( opp. cost)
Money supply
credit less
available.
C .

Exchange rate policy
Appreciate
Raise interest
rates.
Spend foreign.
currency reserves
for GBP.
Lower imported
inflation.

U nemployment

tax rates
disposable
income.
C, I (AD ) U .
disincentives to
work.
government
discretionary spending
G (AD ) U .

Interest rates
C ( disc. Income)
I ( opp. cost)
Money supply
credit more
available
C

Balance ofpayments
deficit

tax rates
disposable income
C ofluxury
imports
government
discretionary spending
G
AD
U .
totalNY .
C ofluxury
imports.
tax rates
disposable
income.
C, I (AD ) U
disincentives to

Interest rates
C ( disc. Income)
I ( opp. cost –
could
cause long run
problems)
Money supply
credit less
available.
C .
Interest rates
C ( disc. Income).
I ( opp. cost).
Money supply
credit more

Depreciate
Lower interest
rates.
SellGBP for
foreign
currency.
Increased
demand for
U K exports U .
Imports more
expensive so U K
firms
setup in the
domestic
economy U .
Depreciate
Exports cheaper
so
X ,but I as opp.
cost
is higher so there is
a
conflict.

Lack ofgrowth
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Depreciate
O verallincrease in
economic activity
causes an increase in
growth.

Supply-side policy
AS in LR
Increase private or
public investment.
Increases
competition,
incentives and
competitiveness.
(short run problem of
inflation)
AS in LR
As above focusing
on
training of
workforce
to increase
occupational
mobility
and affordable
housing
to increase
geographical
mobility.

AS in LR
Increase
competitiveness
abroad by
investment
and by private firms
and government.

AS in LR
Increase AS so AS
expands by LR
potential. U se in
combination with
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work
government
discretionary spending
G (AD ) U .
GDP .

demand
management
policies to allow the
UK
to achieve its LR
potential.

available.
C .

…and a variety ofsituations to consider (note the conflicts above in policies):
Problem
3% Growth
2% Inflation
4% U nemployment

Fiscalpolicy
-

M onetary policy
-

Exchange rate policy
-

10%
U nemployment
BoP Deficit

Expansionary.

Expansionary.

Depreciate
X more
competitive
so X .
M more expensive
so
M .

4% Inflation
1% Growth

In the short run only grow th orinflation can be targeted,a priority choice needs to
be m ade.Supply side policies w illhelp in the long run but w illnot cure short run
problem s.
Change tariffs.

BoP Surplus
8% U nemployment

Supply-side policy
To decrease the natural
rate ofunemployment
increase training and
cheaper housing to
reduce occupational
and geographical
immobility. (See p.40 of
the study guide)
AS in LR
Increase
occupational
and geographical
mobility U .
Make U K
businesses
more competitive.
Increase labour
participation.
AS in LR
(See p. 40 ofthe study
guide)
Aim for freer trade.

AD/AS m odelling
Aggregate dem and
Aggregate demand is the totalamount ofdemands (or expenditures) in the economy at any
given price level. It is calculated by the formula:
AD = C + I + G + X – M
W here:
C: Consumer expenditure;spending on durable goods,non-durable goods and services.
I: Investment or spending by firms on capitalgoods.
G: Government spending on current goods and services.
X: Exports,spending by overseas buyers ofU K goods and services.
M: Imports,spending by U K buyers ofoverseas goods and services.
Consum ption
Consumption within the U K economy has increased at a reasonably steady rate from ~£170bn
per annum in 1955 to ~£500bn per annum in 1998 at constant (1995) prices. Spending on
essentialitems such as food and energy has remained relatively constant whilst spending on
durable goods has increased dramatically. Realincome has increased approximately 4-fold
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and consumption has increased to match this meaning that generally the extra money
individual’s gain in disposable income is spent on durable goods and not invested.
MPC,MarginalPropensity to Consume =

MPC,MarginalPropensity to Save =

Change in consumption
Change in income
Change in savings

Change in income
Consumption

APC,Average Propensity to Consume =
Income
APC,Average Propensity to Save =

Savings
Income

APS + MPS = 1,APC is inversely proportionalto APS;MPC is inversely proportionalto MPS.
An individualcan have an APC or an MPC greater than one as they can either borrow money (a
loan,for example) or spend money that they have previous saved,so meaning that they are
spending more money than they are earning.
The six factors that affect consumption and saving in the economy are:
•

•
•

•
•
•
1958
1968
1978
1988
1998

Wealth – the value ofstocks in a household’s portfolio may increase so making them
feelricher and more able to spend on consumption. Rising house prices allow
consumers to borrow more against the (now higher) value oftheir home and so they
can spend the borrowed money.
Inflation – In the short run a high rate ofinflation may cause people to purchase now
instead ofin the future when they know the same good willcost more.
The rate ofinterest – To buy expensive items households borrow money and what is
more important to the consumer than the price ofthe item such as a car or kitchen is
the cost ofthe repayments. H igh interest rates cause these rates to rise and so
consumption to fall.
The availability ofcredit – Credit is now widely available yet before the early 1980s the
market was highly restricted by the government. Now the main factor affecting the
availability ofcredit is the rate ofinterest.
Expectations – Expected increases in the price ofgoods and services willcause the
consumer to spend now. Expected increases in their income willallow the consumer
to feelmore secure in borrowing larger sums ofmoney.
The composition ofhouseholds – Generally older and younger people spend a greater
proportion oftheir income than those in middle age. For the
APC M PC
young
this is due to the costs involved in setting up a home.
1.02
1.50
For
the
old they may run down savings as their pension
0.98
1.49
gi
ves
them
a much more limited income.
0.95
0.71
1.01
1.43
APC tells us the proportion ofincome being spent on consumption,
0.96
132.0
MPC tells us how much ofan increase in income is being spent,i.e.
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for every £1 increase how much ofthat £1 is being spent on consumption.
1958 – H ouseholds are spending more than their income. In this period households are
dissaving,that is spending their savings. In the 1950s most households were able to own their
own property for the first time and labour saving devices were widely available for the first
time. Many houses also had television sets. There were prosperous expectations and an
average growth for the decade of3% .
1968 – 2% ofincome is saved. For every extra £1 earnt £1.49 is spent as the consumer fells
prosperous.
1978 – 5% ofincome is saved. For every extra £1 earnt only 70p is spent on comsumption.
U ncertainty for many households about job security after two oilcrisis’.
1988 – H ouseholds spending slightly more than their income. H igher expectations for the
future. For every £1 spent £1.43 is spent. Financed by dissaving and now increasingly
borrowing which is a relatively new idea for purchases ofconsumer durables.
1992 – During a recession so probably similar to the 1978 figure.
1998 – The U K has a high APC and so a low APS. Low savings mean low investment. H owever
there have been very low interest rates so it is easier to borrow and finance large loans in the
current economic climate. Bright expectations within the economy as unemployment reaches
the naturalrate within the economy after a steady decline for many years. The MPC is
extortionately large primarily due to house prices,for every £1 increase in income the
consumer spends an extra £132 on consumption!
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Changes in consum ption over recent years in the UK econom y

Early 80s

Late 80s

D isp osab le
incom e
Increased
steadily over
the period
from ~£320bn
in 1980 to
~£520bn in
1998.

W ealth

Inflation

H igh house prices cause C
to increase. Strong stock
market increases wealth so
C increase.

Early 90s

Negative equity causes a
decrease in C. After black
Monday in 1987 there is a
weak stock market,causes
C to decrease.

Late 90s

Increasing
house
prices,
families
feel
wealthier
so C
increases.

Early 00s

H igh inflation
(double
figures). As
value ofmoney
falls
households
tend to save
APC decreases
and APS
increases.

Rate of
interest

15% inflation
pushed the
roiup. C of
durables
generally on
credit.
Less
discretional
income as
mortgage
payments
rise,and
lower
borrowing
so C
decreases.

Strong stock
market
performance,
C increases.
Weaker stock
market
performance,
C decreases.

Very low and
stable causes
APC to
increase.

¹ Is measured using the GfK confidence index,calculated from surveys ofthe public.
² Average U K citizen now owes ~£4,500.
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Low and
stable causes
APC to
increase. ²

Availab ility of
credit
Fewer
restrictions on
borrowing
money and
paying on
credit has lead
to a massive
boom in
borrowing.
Availability has
increased
vastly over
recent years.

Exp ectations¹
H igh U caused
low
expectations so
C low.
Alltime high
consumer
confidence
caused a vast
increase in C.
Consumer
confidence
very low so C
decreased.

Growing
consumer
confidence
causes an
increase in C.
Confident
consumers and
low U caused C
to rise.

Consum p tion
of households
An aging
population has
caused an
increase in C as
older people
generally
spend more
than their
incomes as
they use up
savings. This
has increased
throughout the
period.
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Investm ent
Tax – effects the amount of
money firms have available
for investment.

Technologicalchange – fast
paced development in a
industry requires investment to
keep up with competitors.

Exchange rates - A weak
pound encourages demand
from abroad,so companies
invest in machinery to create
goods to satisfy this demand.

Cost ofcapitalgoods.
Profits – the number and
suitability ofprojects to
invest in.

Factors affecting Investm ent
Previous nationalincom e – the
accelerator theory suggests the
change in investment willecho
the change in nationalincome,
and that this echo willbe a
more than proportional
response3.

Rate ofinterest – A high rate of
interest makes investment less
attractive as many projects will
return a lower rate than that which
saving the money in a bank would
return. This means investing has a
high opportunity cost associated
with it. A low rate ofinterest makes
saving less attractive and
investment more attractive as there
is a lower opportunity cost involved
in investing.

3

Private

Expectations – ifexpectations
are for the economy to grow
and demand to increase
companies willinvest in an aim
to meet this demand. Low
expectations have the opposite
effect and cause low
investment.

Public investm ent (by the governm ent)

H ousehold investm ent

Less volatile – generally planned many years in
advance,however high interest rates may
discourage excessive borrowing and during a
recession the government may invest to revive
the economy.

Interest rates are the foremost factor effecting
household investment into fixed assets,such as
houses.

See Alain Anderton,“Economics – AS Level” pp.207-208
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G overnm ent spending

Autom atic expenditure – (does not count
toward ‘G’in the AD formula) such as
benefits willvary with the state ofthe
economy.

Discretionary spending – (this is ‘G’in the AD formula)
includes spending on goods and services (such as
health care and education) and employment in both
centraland localgovernment services. In times oflow
AD/recession the government may choose to spend
more to revive the economy.

Factors affecting governm ent
expenditure
Politicaldecisions.
Im ports and Exports
Exchange rate – a low pound makes U K
Standard ofliving – in the U K we enjoy
exports more competitively priced for
luxury goods from abroad,as our
overseas companies,so increases exports
standard ofliving increases imports will
but makes imports more expensive,yet
also increase.
demand willnot fallby as much
proportionally as imports are not
Quality ofgoods produced.
price elastic goods.
Factors affecting net
Innovation – the ability to
spending on im ports and
create new ideas. Whilst many
exports
Business cycle in m ajorm arkets.
ideas are created in the U K
they are often developed
Overalllevelofdem and – we know the U K
overseas.
has a high MPC,and luxury goods are
imported so an increased in the overall
Relative productivity perw orker –
levelofdemand causes an increase in
for the U K this is very low.
imports. The reverse is also true.
Raw m aterials – or factors ofproduction that an
economy has can allow it to become a net
exporter. Interestingly Japan has become a net
exporter with very few naturalresources.
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Inflation – high inflation relative to other
countries makes the U K’s goods and services
less competitively priced so exports decrease.
Comparatively low inflation causes an increase
in net exports.
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H igh price level(high inflation)

Low price level(low inflation)

C – decreases as inflation pushes interest rates
up and makes saving more attractive4.

C – increases as saving is less attractive and
repayments on borrowed money are lower.

I – decreases as saving is more attractive for
businesses too. O nly project offering a higher
rate ofreturn than the interest rate willbe
considered as the opportunity cost of
investment has increased.

I – increases as saving is made less attractive
and the repayments on borrowed money are
cheaper for businesses too. The opportunity
cost ofinvestment has decreased so it seems
more attractive.

G – little change although m ay decrease slightly
as the repayments on any planned borrowing
willbe much higher.

G – little change although m ay increase slightly
as the government chooses to borrow more.
X - M – increases as exports become more
competitive overseas and foreign goods
become less competitive in U K markets.

X - M – decreases as exports become less
competitive overseas and foreign goods
become more competitive in U K markets.

H igh prices therefore cause AD to increase.
H igh prices therefore cause AD to decrease.
This therefore gives the demand curve a downward sloping shape:
Price level

N ationalincom e
4

Consumers also desire to keep the realvalue oftheir savings the same. To this they must save more.

The m ultiplier effect
The U K has a very high MPC so money given to factors ofproduction as a reward for
participating in the production ofgoods and services is very likely to be consumed. The
average U K MPC is approximately 0.9,so in this ‘second round’ofconsumption about 90% of
the income received willbe consumed. In consecutive spending rounds the amount ofmoney
spent willdecrease as the MPC is less than 1. The overallincrease in consumption (and so GDP)
from an initialinvestment of£1,000m into the U K economy would be ~£10,000m.
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Studies ofthe U K economy have shown this figure to be nearer to
1.3 times the initialinvestment due to much ofthe money spent by
household’s flows out ofthe U K economy by buying imports,paying
taxes or saving money. Therefore an investment of£1000m is likely
to cause an increase in GDP ofapproximately £1300m.
Price level

Initialinvestment

£1000m

First round

£900m

Second round

£810m

Third round

£729m

Fourth round

£656m

Fifth round

£590m

Sixth round

£531m

Seventh round

£478m

……

……

Total

£10000m

The shift from AD1 to AD2
demonstrates the initial
investment into the economy,
causing an increase in I,and
rounds ofspending cause C
to increase causing an
eventualshift to AD3.

AD1

AD2 AD3

Multiplier =

1
1 - MPC

N ationalincom e

Aggregate supply
Aggregate supply is the totalsupply ofgoods and services in the economy. It is measured in
pounds and is the equivalent ofrealnationalincome,or output.
In the short run aggregate supply is upward sloping as firms feelthey can increase output and
so profit at a higher price. In reality this just causes inflation.
Price
level
P2
P1

NY 1

NY 2

N ational
incom e

At a low output (up to NY 1) the supply curve is perfectly elastic. This is because the economy is
producing far inside its PPC. At this levelthere is an excess supply oflabour (due to high
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unemployment ofresources at an equilibrium up to NY 1) so allfirms can increase supply
without raising the price as there is little extra cost involved in them doing so.
Between NY 1 and NY 2 businesses must pay increasingly more for resources as they become
increasingly harder to obtain as the economy gets nearer to fullcapacity. Firms have to pay
higher prices to obtain resources as they become more scarce and this increase in cost is
passed on to the consumer,causing inflation both cost push and demand pullinflation. As the
economy’s output increases nearer to fullcapacity the negative output gap improves.
When the economy reaches NY 2 there is only a naturalrate ofunemployment within the
economy. The economy is working at its fullcapacity so any shift ofthe market equilibrium
outward willcause only demand pullinflation. At price levelP1 the economy is producing on
its PPC,at price levels above P1,such as P2,the economy is overheating.

C

At NY 2 the economy is
operating at fullcapacity,
on its PPC (equalto any of
the points on the left hand
PPC).

K
An increase ofrealoutput in an economy can be seen on a PPC as a shift outwards. This can
also be shown as a shift outwards ofthe aggregate supply curve. Whereas a shift in aggregate
demand is caused by a change in C,I,G or net exports a shift in supply is caused by a change
in either the quality ofquantity ofresources available in an economy.

Land

Quality
Fertilisers or conservation.

Labour

Training and education.

Capital
Enterprise

Research and development.
Initiatives.

Quantity
Discovery ofnew naturalresources or
reclamation.
Immigrant labour,increasing the
pension age,lowering the compulsory
schooling age or part time and the
unemployed working.
Investment.
Training.

Price
level

C

N ational
incom e
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The macroeconomic objectives ofthe government are:
•
•
•
•

Low and stable inflation.
Low unemployment.
Sustainable economic growth,
Equilibrium in the balance ofpayments.

H owever,to achieve allofthese objectives is impossible so the government must make
tradeoffs between objectives. Targeting unemployment is likely to cause a rise in inflation as
the aggregate supply curve shows;increasingly scarce resources cause firms costs to increase
and so inflation.
Economic growth willbring about a rise in nationalincome,and as most ofthe U K’s luxury
goods are imported this is likely to cause a worsening deficit on the balance ofpayments.
There is also a trade offbetween the balance ofpayments equilibrium and inflation as a
depreciating exchange rate makes exports most competitive in foreign markets so the balance
ofpayments willwork toward an equilibrium level. H owever a depreciating exchange rate will
also cause imports to become more expensive and so inflation in the U K economy.
To manage these changes in supply the government has four key tools (explained from p.45
onwards).
•
•
•
o

Fiscalpolicy – the use ofgovernment expenditure and taxation to influence the level
ofeconomic activity.
Monetary policy.
Supply-side policy.
Exchange rate policy.

AD /AS D iagram s
Analysing situations using aggregate supply and demand diagrams to explain changes in
output and inflationary pressures is important. For example,a substantialincrease in the world
price ofoilmay bring about the following effect.

Price level

AD2

AD1

AS

P1
P2

NY 2 NY 1
Realnationalincom e (Output)
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O ilhas very price inelastic
demand in the U K economy
so an increase in the price
ofoilwilllead only to a
smallfallin quantity
demanded per unit oftime
so the value ofimports will
increase,causing a decrease
in AD from AD1 to AD2. This
causes a decrease in
nationalincome from NY 1 to
NY 2 and a decrease in price
levelfrom P1 to P2.
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The instrum ents ofm acroeconom ic policy
Fiscalpolicy
Fiscalpolicy is the manipulation ofgovernment spending and taxation to achieve
macroeconomic objectives.

M onetary policy
Monetary policy is the attempt by the government or centralbank to manipulate the money
supply,supply ofcredit,interest rates or any other monetary variables to achieve the
fulfilment ofpolicy goals such as price stability.
The government has four key macroeconomic policy objectives;to have low and stable
inflation,low unemployment,high and stable economic growth and to maintain a current
account equilibrium.
To achieve these objectives in the U K economy the Bank ofEngland manipulates interest rates
and the money supply.
The im pact of low interest rates on the econom y
Aggregate dem and,in the short run:
Consumption increases as credit is more available,discretionalincome increases and saving is
less attractive to consumers. Investment willalso increase as the opportunity cost of
investment is lower. Government spending is likely not to
Year
GDP
Base rate of
G row th
interest
change as much spending is planned in advance however
1985
3.6
12.5
low interest rates make payments on the nationaldebt
1986
3.9
11.0
lower so willgive the government a budget surplus.
Ifthe rate ofinterest in the U K is lower than in other
economies hot money willflow out ofthe U K which will
cause depreciation in the value ofthe pound. This will
make exports more expensive and exports cheaper abroad.
This willcause net exports to increase,although imports
are likely to decrease by a proportionally smallvalue as
imports to the U K are price inelastic.
Aggregate supply,in the long run:
As investment becomes more attractive in the short run
for businesses in the long run the economy should benefit
from this by increasing the productive capacity ofthe
economy.
Link betw een econom ic grow th and interest rates
Since 1997 the goalofmonetary policy has been solely
price stability. The target of2.5% inflation ± 1% is the goal
the government sets the Bank ofEngland.
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1987

4.5

9.3

1988

5.2

9.1

1989

2.2

14.0

1990

0.8

13.9

1991

-1.4

11.9

1992

0.2

8.4

1993

2.5

5.6

1994

4.7

5.6

1995

2.9

6.4

1996

2.6

5.9

1997

3.4

6.7

1998

2.9

6.9

1999

2.4

5.4

2000

3.1

5.8

2001

1.9

5.0

2002

4.0

2003

3.6

2004

4.0
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During the U K’s time in the ERM the goalwas to maintain the exchange rate within the
restrictions ofthe ERM. Before the ERM the main goalwas to maintain the availability ofcredit.
To do this the government can limit the proportion oftheir funds banks can lend out.
H as the econom y been m ore stable since the Bank of England took over m onetary policy
in 1997?
The goalthe Bank ofEngland has been set by the government is price stability – to control
inflation has been achieved. Whereas when the government was in controlofinterest rates
typically an expansionary fiscalpolicy would be used before an election to improve political
popularity during the governments term a deflationary policy would need to be implemented
to curb the inflation resulting from the earlier policy this is no longer true. It has been
suggested that the government controlcaused instability in the business cycle however now
interest rates are controlled by an independent body this should not be the case.

20
03

20
01

19
99

19
97

19
95

19
93

19
91

19
89

19
87

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4

19
85

% rate

GDP and interest rates

Year
Low erdarkerline represents yearon yearincrease in GDP perannum ,upperlighterline represents base rate ofinterest.

Exchange rates
The exchange rate is the value ofthe pound in relation to that ofother currencies. It is
determined by supply and demand. The demand for pounds comes from:
•
•
•
•
•

Foreign investors (“hot money”) moving into the U K.
Purchase ofexports (including visitors on holiday in the U K).
Speculators who believe the pound willrise in value.
Government selling foreign currency reserves to buy pounds.
U K investors moving funds into the domestic economy from abroad.

… and the supply for pounds comes from:
•

U K citizens/firms importing goods (including buying overseas holidays).
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•
•
•
•

Speculators who expect the value ofthe pound to decrease.
Government selling pounds to buy foreign currency for reserves.
Foreign investors withdrawing funds from the U K.
U K investors moving funds abroad.

W hat tools can be used to controlthe exchange rate and how do they w ork?
Interest rate
Ifthis is higher than other economies then individuals with hot money may move their money
into the U K. This willcause an increase in demand for pounds (Figure 1). This willcause a shift
from D1 to D2,an increase in quantity demanded per unit oftime from Q1 to Q2 which results in
an increase in price from P1 to P2. This is referred to as appreciation ofthe pound. Ifthe interest
rate is lower than in other economies the opposite willhappen (Figure 2). Funds willflow out
ofthe U K economy and cause an increase in supply from S1 to S2,an increase in quantity
demanded per unit oftime from Q1 to Q2 which results in a decrease in price from P1 to P2. This
drop in the price ofthe pound is called depreciation.
Figure 1

Figure 2
S

Price

Price

P2

P1

P1

P2
D
D1
Q1

Q2

S1

D2
Q S&D p.u.t.

S2
Q1

Q2

Q S&D p.u.t.

Governm ent spending
The only controlthe government now has on exchange rates is through exchanging its
foreign currency reserves for pounds,or selling pounds for its reserves. This has a very small
effect and is not sustainable (such as during the ERM period) and due to the vast amount of
currency traded daily any effect caused by the government trading its reserves would be
minimal.
Using the exchange rate to achieve m acroeconom ic objectives
M acroeconom ic
objective
Low and stable
inflation
Aim to elim inate im ported
inflation iflots ofraw
m aterials,goods and services
are im ported from abroad

Change to
exchange
rate
Appreciate.

H ow w ould it w ork? Any problem s?
By increasing the base rate ofinterest relative to other
economies and the government selling its foreign
currency reserves to buy pounds the demand for
pounds willincrease. This willcause appreciation which
willmake imports less expensive and as the U K is very
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reliant on imports this willease the pressure ofinflation.
S
Price
P2
P1

D1
Q1

Low unemployment
and sustainable
growth

Depreciate.

Q2

D2
Q S&D p.u.t.

The effect depends on the exchange rate and
proportion ofconsumer goods that are imported.
By decreasing the rate ofinterest or the government
increasing its foreign currency reserves U K exports
become cheaper for overseas citizens,which causes an
increase in demand for U K exports which willutilise
more resources in the U K economy which should cause
a shift in aggregate demand a lower unemployment in
the short run.
AD1 AD2 AS
Price
level
P2
P1

Balance ofpayments
equilibrium
U K – reduce the deficit
Japan – reduce the surplus

Depreciate
for the U K,
appreciate
for Japan.

NY 1 NY 2
Realnationalincom e (Output)
This willcause the problems associated with inflation as
the economy nears its productive capacity which
causes inflation as shown above and the increase in the
price ofexports causes imported inflation as U K
consumers now with an increased nationalincome buy
more luxury imported goods. In the long run new firms
should enter the market in the U K to provide the goods
and services which are expensive imported luxuries.
This should cause long run sustainable growth.
For the U K imports would become more expensive and
exports more competitive. This willlead to problems of
inflation in the short run as demand for imports is very
inelastic but should encourage new U K based firms to
enter the market to supply to the domestic economy.
For Japan imports become cheaper and more
competitive than home produced goods and services
so imports increase and exports become less
competitive so exports decrease.
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For both economies there willbe a time lag whilst firms
enter the market for the U K and leave the market or
adapt in Japan. In the U K there willalso be the short run
problem ofhigher inflation.
The two tools that the government can theoretically use to bring about changes in the
exchange rate are interest rates and government spending. H owever,in the U K the
government does not controlthe rate ofinterest. This is the job ofthe Bank ofEngland (whose
main goalis price stability),and the government adjusting its foreign currency reserves is
politically unpopular. The U K is officially a free floating currency,meaning the exchange rate is
governed entirely by supply and demand. U se ofgovernment foreign currency reserves to
distort the exchange rate the market sets would be regarded and ‘dirty floating.’
There are three ways a currency can be exchanged on currency markets. Either free floating,
like the U K pound where the rate is determined entirely by supply and demand,managed
floating where a target is aimed for,such as the U K economy during the ERM in preparation
for the EMU . For those economies that entered the Euro the exchange rates were irrevocably
fixed,referred to as a fixed exchange rate.

Supply side policy
Supply side policies are government policies designed to increase the productive capacity of
the economy,so shifting the LRAS curve outwards. These can be broadly categorised into:
Encouraging com petition:Through privatisation ofstate owned assets and deregulation of
industries. This happened lots during the time Thatcher was Prime Minister and most
industries that have been privatised have also been deregulated. The NH S has not been
privatised,although the industry regulations allow other providers ofhealth care. Water
services is probably the only example ofan industry that has been privatised but not
deregulated.
Providing incentives: Removing or decreasing disincentives to work such as unemployment
benefits. It is debateable as to how effective decreasing benefits is at increasing participation
in the work force.
Increasing com petitiveness: Investment in education,research and development making the
U K competitive with overseas economies.
Effects in the short run
The effects here are minimal. The government may increase its government discretionary
capitalexpenditure as more is spent on investing. Firms may also be encouraged to increase
their investment by being offered subsidies or tax relieffor doing so. Therefore in the short run
there may be a smallincrease in aggregate demand which may,ifthe economy is near full
employment cause inflation.
Long run effects
Supply side policies aim to increase aggregate supply by increasing either the quantity or
quality ofthe resources in the economy. Primarily this takes the form ofincreasing capital
through investment,encouraging entrepreneurship and improving the quality oflabour.
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Labour: Aim primarily to increase occupationalmobility through improving skills ofthe
workforce.
• Remove trade unions.
• Reduce welfare benefits.
• Reduce minimum wage.
• Decrease tax rates on income.
• Reduce taxes on labour.
• Reduce costs ofchanging jobs.
• Increase training and education.
Capital:
•
•
•
•
•

Decrease taxes to increase profits,so encourage more entrepreneurship and
investment.
Encourage lending to private firms for investment.
Remove tariffs to increase efficiency.
Encourage smallfirms to enter the market to encourage competition and keep
prices low.
Privatise state owned assets and deregulate industries letting the free market
allocate scarce resources.

In the recent budget the government has chosen to implement the following supply side
policies:
• Increased child care subsidies,this willhopefully lead to increased participation in
the work force.
• Raised the minimum wage,arguably this may act as an incentive to enter the
workforce which willlead to increased participation. H owever,some ofthose who
are unemployed may be willing to work for less than the minimum wage and so
the minimum wage creates an excess supply oflabour ofQ3-Q2,which is
unemployment.
S
W ages
PMin. wage
PE

D
Q2

Q1

Q3 QS&D p.u.t.

U nemployment

•

More spending on research,through a 10 year framework to boost research and
development within the U K. Increased investment improves the quantity and
quality ofresources. Increased research and development into high value output
willhelp resolve the balance ofpayments situation as when eastern European
countries join the EU the U K willhave further cheap competition from abroad.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase housing,in the short run this willincrease the demand for builders and so
increase aggregate demand a smallamount but in the long run this policy is
aimed at increasing the geographicalmobility oflabour within the economy.
Changes in taxes and duties may change business practises.
Improving the U K’s infrastructure should make the U K more competitive as fewer
hours willbe wasted travelling and delivery willbecome cheaper.
Reforms to regulations on businesses willreduce costs to businesses and free up
scarce resources used in regulation for another application.
More British films being made through subsidies. This may help exports.
Reforms to localgrowth authorities giving them more power to achieve their own
goals.

H ow effective is governm ent funding at increasing grow th?
Governm ent funding has a large effect if…
• More jobs are created in the localarea.
• Localmultiplier effect causes this to increase and so cause a shift outwards in
aggregate supply from AS1 to AS2.
AS1

AS2

Price level

Realnationalincom e (Output)
•

Lower businesses costs as…
More use oflabour.
More investment.
More training.

Governm ent funding has less ofan effect if…
• Profits are repatriated abroad rather than reinvested locally ifthe investment is FDI
(foreign direct investment).
• Requires more than money. Localcouncils need to agree with the expansion. If
localplanning permission for example is not granted the move may be unpopular.
• May be limited government funding split between many regions. A fraction ofthe
money allocated may reduce incentives to companies.
• For those who want to trade with Europe a base anywhere other than the south
easy is not an option they would consider. Europe accounts for ~50% ofthe U K’s
trade so companies want to situate themselves near the channeltunnel.
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Free trade and protectionism
Types of trade
Inter-industry trade: Where different economies specialise in producing different goods and
services then trade,e.g. France makes bread and the U K meat.
Intra-industry trade: Where one economy is both an exporter and an importer ofthe same
good or service. For example,the U K exports cars and unrefined oilbut imports different
models ofcars and refined oil.

W hy does trade take place?
•

•
•
•

Different countries have different availability ofresources (factor endowments),
for example India has excess labour whereas the U K has a shortage. Economies
with large resources can specialise,for example agriculture for an economy with
lots ofland.
Access to different levels oftechnology allows easier production ofsome goods
and services.
Differentiated products are offered by different economies so goods are imported
to increase consumer choice for different types ofapples and cars.
To exploit economies ofscale to create lower unit costs. Very large companies may
choose a variety ofsmaller factories around the world instead ofone large factory
so as not to exceed their MES (minimum efficient scale – output at which the unit
cost is lowest).

U nit cost
Trading allows U K companies
to increase demand from DU K
to DWO RLD and so decrease
their unit cost from PU K to
PWO RLD.

PU K
LRAC

PWO RLD

DU K

DWO RLD Output

G ains from trade
(See Anderton p.263 and study guide p.67)
Free trade is the internationalexchange ofgoods and services without barriers such as quotas
and tariffs.
•
•
•

Specialisation: Economies specialise in producing what they are best at.
Econom ies ofscale: As above,allow an extension in the LRAC curve which causes a
fallin unit costs.
Choice: Consumers can choose from differentiated products produced in different
economies.
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•

Innovation: Increased competition (from suppliers in other economies) leads to
pressure to innovate and increase efficiency.

Under free trade,Adam Sm ith said that econom ies should specialise according to
absolute advantage. (See Anderton p.88)
Absolute advantage is when a country can produce a good more cheaply in absolute terms
than another country. That is,what a country can produce given its factor endowment. Ifan
economy is said to have an absolute advantage this means that it can produce more than
another economy or produce the same output at a lower absolute cost.
In reality one economy may be better at producing many goods than another economy – the
economy may have an absolute advantage in the production ofallgoods. Trade can stillbe
worthwhile ifone economy has a comparative advantage. A comparative advantage is the
opportunity cost ofproducing that item,the production ofanother good or service forgone. If
one economy can produce good A by sacrificing the production ofgood B,yet another
economy can only produce good A by sacrificing the production oftwo good B’s the first
economy is said to have a comparative advantage over the second.
The terms oftrade and price ratio (the ratio ofexport prices to import prices) willdetermine
whether trade is beneficial. H owever whilst specialisation brings rewards ofincreased
productivity for allinvolved the benefits,the extra production,may appear predominantly or
exclusively in a single economy or a minority ofeconomies involved in the trade. As long as no
economy is worse offthrough trading it is stilllikely though that trade willtake place.

Tariffs
Clothing in K enya:Using tariffs on im ported clothing
Price

SDO MESTIC

PN
PT
PW

SWO RLD
QM
QMT

Q1 Q2 QN

D

Q3

Q4

QS & QD p.u.t.

Clothing is produced in Kenya,but the market equilibrium is a higher price than world supply.
World supply is modelled as being perfectly elastic as there are large stocks ofclothes.
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By allowing free world trade the supply curve shifts to SWO RLD,and so the equilibrium price
decreases from PN to PW and quantity consumed within the economy increases from QN to Q4.
H owever domestic production falls from QN to Q1,and the quantity marked on the diagram as
QM represents the levelofimports iffree trade is implemented.
This can be undesirable for an economy that has infant industries. A tariffis one form of
protectionism. For industries with high fixed costs a reduction in output mentioned above due
to world trade willcause a proportionally large increase in unit costs as illustrated to the left
the movement from O 1 to O 2 causes a proportionally larger increase in unit costs from U 1 to U 2.
Thus a tariffcan be viewed as desirable to protect infant industries and so raise domestic
production to a higher output,lowering unit costs. Increase domestic production willcreate
more jobs and lower unemployment,which may help to achieve macroeconomic objectives in
the short run. The size ofthe tariffcan vary,but as illustrated above a tariffofmagnitude PWPT
causes a decrease in totalquantity demanded and supplied from Q4 to Q3,an increase in
domestic production ofQ1Q2 and lower imports down to Q2Q3 from Q1Q4. So,whilst the tariff
benefits domestic producers as it increases their production totalconsumption is lower and
the consumer is paying a higher price. The consumer surplus is also lower when a tariffis
imposed so the consumer in Kenya is worse off.

N on-tariff protectionism
Briefly,these involve:
Quotas
A legalrestriction on the value or amount ofa good or service that can be imported.
Subsidies
Reducing the cost ofdomestic production ofa good or service through financialhelp.
Exchange controls
Limiting the availability offoreign currency,yet since 1979 this is not an option for the
government as allrestrictions were removed.
Voluntary Export Restraints
Agreements between two economies to limit trade.

Argum ents for and against protectionism
Free trade is the unrestricted exchange ofgoods and services between economies whilst
protectionism is where restrictions are placed on these exchanges.
Ifan economy adopts free trade,economically they stand to gain many benefits. When there
are no restrictions on trade companies compete globally. Competition brings about efficiency
and innovation as consumers have choice over a variety ofdifferentiated products produced
in different economies. Consumers are also likely to pay a lower price and so willhave an
increased consumer surplus.
Further efficiency can be gained as specialisation occurs. Economies willproduce according to
absolute and comparative advantage where an economy produced goods at a lower factor
cost or a lower opportunity cost. This willcause world output to increase and so the overall
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standard ofliving in the world to increase. As in totalmore goods and services are being
produced.
As economies trade globally and specialise they can benefits from economies ofscale as the
firms can increase their output to satisfy demand in the globaleconomy not just the domestic
economy. The reduction in units costs as output increases. This means consumers can pay a
lower price and/or the entrepreneur gets more profit,a greater reward for the risk taking
which encourages further entrepreneurship.
An economy implementing free trade policies can therefore stand to gain increase efficiency
brought about by increased competition.
H owever a sudden implementation offree trade policies can cause problems for an economy
as factor immobility may cause high unemployment and firms encounter high barriers to
entry in the form ofeconomies ofscale for firms in other economies already trading globally or
in larger domestic economies.
Arguably therefore protectionist policies can be very usefulin the short run and certainly
cause the government to be more popular domestically.
Protecting declining industries and new start up industries can help keep unemployment at
manageable levels and lead to increase internationalcompetitiveness. Protectionism is the
raising oftrade barriers against imports and can take a variety ofform including tariffs,
subsidies and quotas.
A further case for protectionism is for defence industries and those industries relation to
defence for the case ofnationalsecurity. These industries should be protected by law allowing
operation only by firms directly under the controlofthe state or state authorities themselves.
In conclusion therefore whiles protectionist policies have some temporary applications there
are few economic gains from protectionist policies. For the domestic economy consumers will
pay higher prices and suffer a lower consumer surplus and firms may suffer retaliation from
foreign countries and so may find it hard to exports their goods and services. The world
market willalso suffer as world output willbe lower than the potentialas barriers prevent
economies specialising according to absolute and comparative advantage.
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W hat’s com e up in p ast exam p ap ers (Jan 01 – Jan 04)
U nit 1
5.1.1

Jan
01

Jun
01

Jan
02

Jun
02

Jan
03

N ew
Spec.

Jun
03

Jan
04

Economic
problem
Resources
O pportunity cost
PPC
5.1.2
Demand
Consumer surplus
PED
YED
XED
Supply
Producer surplus
PES
Equilibrium
5.1.3
Costs
Economies of
scale
Revenue
Profit
maximisation
O ther objectives
Market structure
Barriers to entry

U nit 2
5.2.1

Jan
01

Jun
01

Jan
02

Jun
02

Jan
03

Productive efficiency
Allocative efficiency
Pareto efficiency
Efficiency and a PPC
Efficiency and competition
5.2.2
Externalities
Market dominance
(and X-inefficiency)

Public goods
De/merit goods
(M)

(M)

Factor immobility
Inequality
5.2.3
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Private/externalcosts and
benefits
Taxes/subsidies
Price controls (max/min)
Regulation
Information provision
Competition policy
Cost benefit analysis (CBA)
Government failure

U nit 3
5.3.1

Jan
01

Jun
01

Jan
02

Jun
02

U nemployment
Inflation
Balance ofpayments
Economic growth
GDP (+ 3 measures)
Conflict in macro
policies
5.3.2
Aggregate demand
Aggregate supply
AD/AS diagram
Multiplier
Equality
5.3.3
Fiscalpolicy
Monetary policy
Exchange rates
Interest rates
Supply side policies
5.3.4
Gains from trade
Tariffs
Non-tariff
protectionism
For/against
protectionism
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